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NAO PRESENTER

IMPRESS YOUR VISITORS

Turn your NAO robot into a great communication medium for your workshops and meetings, professional fairs, or simply to work at your company front desk!

The NAO Presenter, kind of funny and attractive behaviors can now be used to entertain your visitors and to communicate the values of your organization, its services and products. NAO Presenter is a fully featured behavior where NAO performs a narration, control slides on your computer, play music and videos. The depth camera associated with NAO allows people detection and interactions. NAO knows how many people are in front of him and can act in a smart way. No programming is required, you only have to create your PowerPoint and write the text that NAO will have to say. You are done.

Highly Interactive behavior
NAO can talk, dance, move, look at people in the eyes

Fully Multilingual Software
NAO speaks 15+ languages

No programming required
Based on usual tools such as Microsoft PowerPoint

Engage your visitors with Quizzes
Built-in features with gesture control and correction mode